Aquaculture Without Frontiers

Aquaculture
without Frontiers:
AIMING HIGH WITH NEW
PROJECTS
AISP (Association of International
Seafood Professionals) has joined
forces with ISPIM (International Society for Professional Innovation Management) in this annual event and will
focus efforts on the ‘Blue Economy’
section of ISPIM’s innovation theme,
‘Achieving Blue Growth.’
On the first day of the conference
there will be a group-think activity to
have everyone engage innovative ideas
to ‘THE WICKED CHALLENGE’
on Plastics in the Ocean. The challenge is a well-established event activity
where the innovators put their minds
to solving issues around the world.
The theme will continue through
to the SUMMIT DINNER at Melbourne Town Hall which will include
a special promotion for the ISPIM
preferred charity, Aquaculture without
Frontiers.
AwF volunteers are encouraged to
engage through the Scientific Committee (if you apply, please make sure
to mention that you are an AwF volunteer). You are also able to make
Submissions to the Summit. AwF will
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AwF has been named as preferred charity for the “ISPIM Innovation

Summit: Building the Innovation Century” to be held at RMIT in
Melbourne, Australia 10-13 December 2017.

be the preferred charity for this and
next year’s summit in Fukuoka, Japan
2-5 December, with an extra event in
Hiroshima 6-7 December 2018. More
can be seen at https://www.ispim-innovation-summit.com/.

CELEBRATION FOR INDIA
On the 10th July, we celebrated the lives
of Fish Farmers in India – important to
also include all the fisheries scientists/
researchers as well as the fish farmers
on their aquaculture success – and long
may this continue! Our good friend,
Professor Dinesh Kaippilly, Head of
Aquaculture, Kerala University of
Fisheries and Ocean Studies (KUFOS)
reminded us of this very special day in
India.
At present, India is the second largest aquaculture producer in the world
following China and besides providing
livelihood security to cover 14 million
people, the sector has been one of the
major foreign exchange earners. We
learned about the history of this day
and specifically that when India was
grappling with food and protein shortages at the end of World War II, fish

culture activities got a boost in India
and the trade in fish seed expanded.
An important development during
that time was the establishment of the
Central Inland Fisheries Research Institute (CIFRI) at Barrackpore in 1947
by the government of India, where
fisheries officers from different states
were trained – this facility was originally
known as the Inland Fisheries Training
Centre. With this establishment, several
small ponds around Howrah constituted a network of nurseries that evolved
to be the centers of fry supply chains,
and systematic marketing became possible with the establishment of a Fish
Seed Syndicate.
The major carp culture sector of
today owes its present flourishing status to Prof. Chaudhuri, who ushered
in the system of ‘Induced Breeding of
major carps’ through administration of
carp pituitary extract in the breeding
of major carps, and standardized the
system. It was on 10th July 1957, that
the first success in induced breeding
was achieved at Angul in Odisha by Dr.
Chaudhuri with support from Dr. Alikunhi. The spawn that was produced
out of this experiment was successfully
raised into fry and later into fingerlings.
This pioneering work, over years, has
led to an aqua-explosion in the country,
principally through quality major carp
seed production and supplies to fish
farmers from hundreds of hatcheries
that sprang up in the country based on
this induced breeding technology. The
Indian fisheries sector has made great
strides in the past five decades with
incredible increases, from 0.75 million
MT in 1950-51 to 9.58 million MT in
2013-14.

OYSTERS IN MEXICO
Under the auspices of the Australian
Government Department of Foreign Affairs and Trade, the Council
on Australia Latin America Relations
(COALAR) has awarded a grant to
Aquaculture without Frontiers (Australia) Limited to bring together seafood
educators/professionals in Australia and Mexico to strengthen links in
business, education, sustainability and
applied research creating a long-term
sustainable Oyster industry in Tamaulipas, Mexico. This will then be used as
a model for extension to other suitably
located areas in Mexico and more Latin
American countries and for additional
seafood species.
Aquaculture without Frontiers
(Australia) Limited will be working
with Universidad Tecnológica del Mar
de Tamaulipas Bicentenario (UTMarT)
which specializes in aquaculture, tourism and information and communication technology. There has been a
long-term arrangement between the
parties which was started with an earlier
AwF USA USAID Farmer to Farmer

project where AwF was involved in establishing an Oyster farming concept.
The objective was to assist fishermen
in Tamaulipas who were dealing with
a depleted oyster situation and to take
them on a journey (with their families)
to help them become Oyster farmers
thus creating a more sustainable income model.
UTMarT, being the specialist educational center of the area, is keen to
establish a center of excellence for oysters and other similar shellfish as part
of a new plan with the Tamaulipas State
Government in creating an eco-coastal
area based on long-term, resilient and
sustainable activities. The launch and
promotion of the COALAR Project
will be at the ISPIM Conference on
Building the Innovation Century 10-13
December 2017 at RMIT in Melbourne.
It is planned that Dr. Antonio Garza de
Yta, Rector of UTMarT, will be in Melbourne for this and for meetings with
some of the Australian specialists.
In 2018 the plan is to bring two
Mexican specialists to Australia to visit
various locations for detailed discussions about oysters and then for one
Australian specialist to travel to Mexico
where workshops and further discussions will see the project develop. AwF
is keen to meet the highest standards
for the project and is having discussions with its MoU partner, Deakin
University through Professor Giovanni
Turchini, to get their input. In addition,
there will be discussions with other organizations who have supported the
project.

Dr. Antonio Garza de Yta, Rector of UTMarT.
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